“Every cap or lid that goes into a bench does not go into the landfill”

The Youth Group at Washington UCC has taken on a special project and they need our help. This is an exciting program in which plastic bottle caps are transformed into benches that will last a lifetime. The true value comes from the profound experience that youth can make a difference! They can see, sit on, and donate to their community the very results of their work. This is the most-perfect-real-life example of SUSTAINABILITY and it happens quite naturally as the kids can’t wait to share the story of their bench. Their enthusiasm engages ALL those around them in recycling… their parents… their grandparents… their neighbors… their church friends …the next generation. But it takes a LOT of bottle caps to make a bench.

And not every bottle cap can be used. Like anything that it worth doing, this takes a little effort.

If your church is interested in participating, please print out the “Bottle Caps To Benches” flyers and make them available to your congregation. Set up a collection box at your church. Bottle caps can be dropped off at Faith UCC, 6886 Salem Road, Cincinnati, OH 45230, Washington UCC, 2950 Sydney Ave. Cincinnati, OH 45225 or email Karen Specter at kispecter@gmail.com for pickup at your church. If you are dropping the caps off at the church please call ahead to make sure someone will be there to take them.